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AARADHANA DAY OPPORTUNITY OF SRVICE, Dear Brothers and Sisters,sairam
You will recall in my last mail message,I mentioned about the fire accident-Burns case
involving Smt Shakuntha la garu. She needs urgently blood transfusion. You have a an
opportunity to go to Yashoda hospital-Malkpet blood bank section and donate for the use of
Smt Shakunthala garu. Any kind of blood group is good enough- the Bank will
exchange/Switch. Please call her husband Sri Prasannakumar and let him know your
intention at once. You can also directly and donate in the name of this patient. Sri Prasanna
kumar can be contacted on: 9848017548
Looking forward, Srinivasulu huggahalli, At His Service
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Dear Brothers and Sisters, Sairam
I write this in pain and concern when I learnt that one our sister devotee Smt Shkaunthala garu of
Begumpet Samithi got involved in a home fire accident under the influence a burning lamp at the altar.
This is a very common accident that has taken lives of many and we begin to hear every day of this
nature in some form or the other like the gas stove accidents. We saw this devoted lady with 40-60%
burning struggling now in Yashoda Hospital Dilshuknagar. Causes could be many-but we need to be
cautious with naked flames at all times. Loose garments-inflammable nylons-Sari flowing ends-trying
to reach things over the burning lamps-unloading hot foods from the burner leaning over-turning
around naked lamps during Harathi-lighting etc. are reasons of many hold. We know we need to be
careful-but yet they happen in a flash-There are occasions when we leave the gas turned on and
forget too. These things happen basically because we are involved in multifarious things at the same
time. We also believe that Swami will take care! True may be-but He also blessed the fire God to do
His Dharma perfectly without reservations. He also blessed you to do your dharma likewise! So
therefore we cannot and should not burden Bhagawan with such responsibilities. He said Bangaru I
have come to teach you-your responsibility but certainly not to take your burden and so do not shift
that on to me! Therefore dear Brothers and Sisters take a re-look of your approach to naked flames
and cooking tasks-Modify them including the kind of apparel and handling tools at your home-teach
them to children in Balavikas as well on these aspects and their fundamental responsibilities.
Let us pray to our Bhagawan to take care of our dear Sahakuntala gaaru at this time of need.
Love you, Regards, Srinivasulu Huggahalli

